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Abstract— This paper proposes a fault-tolerant solution for
the three-phase DC-AC converter using a modified impedance
source Boost inverter. Besides the additional modified
impedance source, the solution is based on the reconfiguration
of the topology to maintain the desired operation in case of an
open-circuit failure mode of a power device. The proposed
topology presents important features such as a Boost capability
to operate under fault condition and avoid extra active power
devices in normal operation (without failures). Besides that, the
circuit does not require dead times between the switches of
each leg, which increases the reliability of the topology.
Regarding the control solution for this converter, it is adopted
a closed-loop current controller combined with a vectorial
voltage modulator. Since this modulator is also function of the
shoot-through, it will be possible to recover the amplitude
voltage space vectors due to failures in power devices. The
combination of these elements allows to obtain three-phase
balanced AC currents with reduced total harmonic distortion
even in fault-tolerant operation mode. The fault-tolerant
performance of this solution is confirmed through several
simulations and experimental results.
Index Terms— Voltage Source Inverter, Fault-tolerant
three-phase inverter, Fault-tolerant control, modified
impedance source Boost inverter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ower electronic converters are amongest the most
important devices used in modern societies. Millions of
electrical and/or electronic devices are produced every year
for multiple applications in several sectors, with a
widespread tendency to increase [1]. In general, most of
these devices require some form of energy conversion based
on these devices. The purpose of power electronic
converters is to process and control energy conversion by
supplying currents and voltages according to certain
required functionalities designed to consumer loads. Each
power electronic converter must also accomplish certain
performance factors, such as efficiency, production costs,
manufacturability, power density, volume, reliability, and
environmental/recycling aspects, among others [2].
Although unpleasant, in most domestic applications the
failure of power electronic converters usually results in a
reduced impact on systems safety and their users.
Nevertheless, in other applications, such as industrial,
healthcare, transportation, energy production and
distribution, among others, the reliability and fault-tolerant
capability of power electronic converters is considered a
critical aspect [3]-[7]. In some of these applications the risk
of malfunction, collapse, or explosion due to failures in
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power electronic converters can have severe consequences
for human life, creating catastrophic environmental
problems or even generating very high economic costs
arising from downtime (e.g., when energy is missing in the
transportation or industrial sector).
Despite the technical advances made by engineers and
scientists in the design of reliability strategies and tools [8][9], this issue will always be a challenge due to the
increasing complexity of applications, high-level
integration, and the unknown long-term performance of new
technologies (e.g., SiC and GaN power devices). Typically,
reliability improvements of power electronic converters are
based on using over-rated components, adopting a
conservative design of the circuits (PCBs, wires, connectors,
etc.), reduction of the operation voltage whenever possible
or improving converter thermal management (to achieve
lower device temperatures and extend lifetime) [10].
Despite similar purposes, reliability and fault tolerance
have different meanings. While reliability quantifies the
probability of a system failing within a given time interval
[0, t], i.e., it is a function of time, fault tolerance is normally
the last attempt to make the system operational after fault
detection [11]. Fault tolerance in power electronic
converters is usually adopted as a temporary solution (using
hardware or software or even both) to extend the operation
until the next opportunity to stop and repair. The most
common solutions regarding fault tolerance of power
electronic converters are based on (which can be used either
individually or in combination) using redundant designs
(using online or standby devices/legs) or adopting automatic
changes in the control strategy. It should be noted that faulttolerant capacity is only possible in case of appropriate fault
detection/diagnostic mechanisms. Without such mechanisms
any attempt to provide fault tolerance generates ineffective
results.
The classic voltage source inverter (VSI) is one of the
main power converters used in 3-phase applications across
different sectors with special incidence over processing or
manufacturing industry [12]-[15]. The VSI is characterized
by its simple design, reduced number of devices, high
efficiency, low cost, fast dynamic response, and flexibility
in the control strategy. Thus, due to the importance of this
converter, many research works have been presented over
the last 30 years (e.g. [16]-[17]) regarding fault detection,
reliability, and fault-tolerant solutions or strategies to
overcome main failure modes of this converter. Some
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Fig. 1. Proposed fault-tolerant 3-phase VSI with a modified impedance
source Boost inverter.

A. Normal operation (without failures)
In normal operation the power device SP is turned off and
the topology behaves similarly to a classic VSI as shown in
Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2(b). However, it has the capability to
operate with immunity to the dead times of power devices
and limit inrush currents. Considering the VSI as a
bidirectional current source, when the inverter behaves as a
load, the current flows from the input voltage source Vin
through the inductor L1 and diode D1, charging or
discharging the input capacitor C1 (depending on the
state-of-charge). In this situation the average voltage at the
VSI terminals is similar to the input voltage, which is also
the same over the series of C1 and L2 since they are
connected in parallel with the inverter. When the VSI
behaves as a power source the current flows through the
capacitor C1, diode D2 and input power source,
demagnetizing at the same time L1 and L2.
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Fig. 1 shows the proposed fault-tolerant topology using a
modified impedance source network connected to a classic
3-phase VSI. The modified impedance source network
includes two inductors (L1 and L2), a capacitor C1, two
diodes (D1 and D2) and a power device SP. The power
device SP is only used during fault-tolerant operation. Some
additional non-active switchover relays (Ka, Kb and Kc) are
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II. PROPOSED FAULT-TOLERANT 3-PHASE DC-AC
CONVERTER USING A MODIFIED IMPEDANCE SOURCE BOOST
INVERTER

used after open-circuit failure detection to reconfigure the
circuit as detailed next. The relays allow to establish a new
connection and isolate the faulty leg (and consequently the
faulty device).

+

solutions are based on additional legs combined with nonactive power devices [18]-[20] with or without
modifications in the control strategy. Other solutions
provide redundant standby active power devices combined
with mechanical commutators (relays) to replace damaged
devices [21] or multi-paralleling full bridges [22]. There are
also solutions exclusively adopting modifications in the
control strategy after failure [23]-[24].
Despite the characteristics of the classic VSI, it presents
some limitations, such as buck voltage and additional gate
drive circuit with minimum dead time necessary to avoid
short-circuit failure in the inverter legs. As it happens with
all electronic devices, this inverter and all the related circuits
are also prone to failures. To overcome the problems
associated with dead times and inrush currents, some
impedance-source networks, such as Z Source, quasi-ZSource, Sigma-Z-Source, or quasi-Switched Boost Inverter
have been proposed [25]-[35]. Although these converters
present high fault-tolerant capability concerning shortcircuit failure modes of power devices, there are remaining
limitations concerning open-circuit failures. Undesirably,
the classic VSI inverter can only provide limited output
power capacity in the presence of open-circuit failures due
to loss of voltage space vectors. Most proposed solutions for
this failure mode require additional redundant and complex
topologies or automatic changes in the control strategy
which, according to some results, are not able to generate
the necessary output power. For certain safety-critical
applications, this last solution is generally unacceptable.
In order to overcome such problems, this paper proposes
a fault-tolerant solution for the three-phase DC-AC
converter based on a modified impedance source Boost
inverter. The combination of the inverter reconfiguration
using additional non-active switchover relays along with the
Boost characteristic of the modified impedance source
converter allows to minimize the impact of open-circuit
failures in the power devices of the inverter and the
consequent limitations in the output voltage and power.
Using this topology and the adopted controller, it is possible
to obtain three-phase AC currents with reduced total
harmonic distortion even after post-fault operation. The
proposed fault-tolerant circuit is also characterized by its
simplified structure avoiding extra redundant bridge
inverters or additional legs. A detailed description of the
proposed solution, control strategy as well as the fault
tolerance performance will be confirmed through several
simulations and experimental results.
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Fig. 2. Operation of the proposed fault-tolerant solution in normal operation
(without failure): VSI as load (a) and VSI as current power source (b).

Besides the Boost characteristic (operating in faulttolerant mode), L1 and L2 also provide the necessary di/dt
limitation in case of an inrush current or an internal shortcircuit failure of any power device of the inverter, avoiding
destroying the input power source or the input capacitor
(when available) due to inverter leg short-circuit [29].
B. Fault-tolerant operation
From the analysis of the classic 2-level 3-phase VSI, it is
known [19]-[24] that, after an open-circuit failure mode in a
power device, the available voltage space vectors will be
reduced from 8 to 4. Also, the output power decreases and
presents higher distortions in the AC currents. As referred,
to overcome such limitation, in this paper it is proposed a

the inverter will only control two of the phases, being the
third one the result of the other two.
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Fig. 3. Reconfigured circuit after an open-circuit failure mode in power
device S5 using switchover relays.

The reconfiguration process is the first step to mitigate
the problem generated by the open-circuit failure mode in a
power device. In fact, after the fault and reconfiguration the
amplitude of the voltages Vac and Vbc will remain reduced.
Nevertheless, due to the Boost characteristic of the modified
impedance source converter it is possible to increase the DC
input voltage (VDC) applied to the inverter to compensate the
loss of voltage space vectors amplitude. In this mode, the
modified impedance source converter presents two different
states. The first state (state 1) presented in Fig. 4 (a) is
associated to the shoot-through mode by which the power
device SP is turned on and at least one of the legs (both
devices) of the VSI must also turn on (e.g., S1 and S2). In this
first state, the input DC voltage magnetizes the inductor L1
while the capacitor C1 and inductor L2 demagnetizes into the
circuit. During the second state (state 2) presented in Fig. 4
(b), the power device SP is turned off and the power devices
of the VSI must follow the proposed control strategy that will
be explained in the next section. In this state the diode D1
turns on and the released energy of L1 tends to supply L2, C1
and the VSI (described as a current source).
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new fault-tolerant topology able to mitigate this problem. In
addition to the classic VSI topology and modified impedance
source Boost inverter, it was also introduced three additional
switchover relays between the output AC terminals of the
VSI and input voltage source Vin. These relays will allow the
reconfiguration of the circuit after an open-circuit failure in
a power device, allowing to guarantee the continuous
operation of the converter. To explain the reconfiguration
process, let us assume an open-circuit failure mode in the
power device S5. Considering this example, the control over
the other power device (in this case S6) must turn off after
fault detection to extinguish the current. After this
procedure, the relay Kc must switch to reconfigure the
circuit and partially recover voltage space vectors. After this
process, the topology becomes a four-switch 3-phase VSI, as
can be seen in Fig. 3.
The use of electromechanical relays has some
disadvantages such as slow response (5ms to 10ms typically
[20]) and a certain volume for the corresponding power
involved. Nevertheless, in the proposed solution, they
present certain features that make their use viable and
advantageous. They can be used efficiently to provide the
reconfiguration process in a very simple and practical way
since switchover relays provide the necessary isolation
through the Normally Open (NO) electromechanical switch.
At the same time, the Normally Closed (NC)
electromechanical switch can be used to stablish the
connection with the load separately. On the other hand,
since the failure is only expected after a certain amount of
time (Mean Time to Failure usually between 3 to 6 years or
more [16]-[17]), during this period the relay is disconnected
and saving energy. Also, the electromechanical relays
should only be connected once after the failure and
disconnected again after a scheduled stop for repair and
maintenance service. It is worth to note that the
electromechanical relays used in the proposed scheme
operate in a “soft switch” mode, i.e., not extinguishing
currents but instead promoting their deviation to alternative
paths. To perform this operation, it could be adopted the use
of static relays (power electronic relays) but in this case it
would be necessary to have 6 bidirectional static relays and
respective gate drives, where three of them should be turned
on continuously and consuming energy. Static relays are
continuously exposed to voltage and current stress,
decreasing the reliability of the proposed solution. Under the
point of view of the costs both solutions (electromechanical
and static relays) are equivalent. Regarding the operation of
the circuit there are two modes. In normal mode only the
inverter operates, by which the mean value of the VDC is
practically equal to the Vin power source. When the circuit
changes to fault-tolerant mode the Boost operation is
activated in order to increase the mean value of the VDC.
Thus, the operation of the circuit under the point of view of
the inverter in fault-tolerant mode will be equivalent to an
inverter with two legs and the third connected to the DC
source middle point. This is due to the fact that in
fault-tolerant mode the impedance source network together
with the shoot-through mode will operate to generate a VDC
voltage double of the input voltage source, Vin. In this way,
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Fig. 4. Operation of the proposed modified impedance source inverter
during the Boost operation. (a) State 1. (b) State 2.

C. Static voltage gain and design of the components
Considering the Boost operation and applying volt-second
balance on L1 and L2 (considering ideal components) we
have


 TS (Vin + VC1 ) + (1 −  ) TS (Vin − VDC ) = 0


 TS (−VC1 ) + (1 −  ) TS (VDC − VC1 ) = 0

(1)

By solving (1), the voltage gain of the capacitor C1 and
Boost converter are given by (2).

VC1 =

Vin
VDC
1
,
=
(1 −  )
Vin
(1 −  ) 2

(2)

Since VDC is the output of the modified impedance source
converter, this voltage is variable and dependent of the

shoot-through duty ratio ( = Tsh / Ts), in which Tsh is the
total shoot-through period and Ts the switching period.

VSP = VC1 +

Regarding the determination of the current inductor gains,
it will be considered the volt-second balance on C1 and a
virtual capacitor at the terminals VDC, by which we have (3).


 TS ( −io ) + (1 −  ) TS (iL1 − iL 2 − io ) = 0


 TS (iL 2 − iL1 ) + (1 −  ) TS ( iL 2 ) = 0

(3)

In accordance with the previous equations, the inductor
currents IL1 and IL2 are given by (4).

I L1 =

Io
,
(1 −  ) 2

I L2 =

 Io
(1 −  ) 2

(4)

 io
(1 −  )C1 fs

(5)

iL1 =

 (2 −  )Vin ,
 Vin
iL 2 =
(1 −  ) L1 fs
(1 −  ) L2 fs

(6)

In accordance with equations (5) and (6) the inductors and
capacitors can be determined in accordance with (7) and (8).

 io
(1 −  ) VC1 fs

(7)

 (2 −  )Vin ,
 Vin
L2 =
(1 −  )iL1 fs
(1 −  ) iL 2 fs

(8)

C1 =
L1 =

2

=

I SP =  I L1 =

VC1
Vin
+
(1 −  )
2

 io
(1 −  ) 2

(9)

(10)

Regarding the voltage stress over the diodes, D1 is only
dependent on the capacitor C1 voltage. Diode D2 depends not
only on the capacitor C1 voltage but also from the input and
output voltages of the converter. The diodes voltage stress is
expressed by equations (11). The average current of diodes
D1 and D2 is given by equations (12).

VD1 =

The design of the components can be based on desired
capacitor and inductors ripples according to:

VC1 =

VC1

VC1
VC1
Vin
, VD = (2 −  )Vin +
+
− VDC
2
(1 −  )
(1 −  )
2
2
I D1 =  I L1 =

io ,
I D2 = io
(1 −  )

(11)

(12)

Regarding the power switches of the proposed inverter,
they must support the VDC voltage in fault-tolerant mode,
which is higher than the input voltage Vin which depends on
the voltage gain of the impedance source Boost. Thus, in
fault-tolerant mode the VDC voltage becomes the double (see
section V) of the input DC voltage, and the voltage rating of
the power devices should be higher than the double of the
input DC source. Notice that the classical three-phase VSI
also requires power switches with maximum voltage rating
higher that the input DC voltage.
III. PROPOSED CONTROL SYSTEM

Analyzing the previous equations is possible to see that
considering a constant switching frequency, fs, the values of
the passive components can be calculated based on the
desired ripples and the duty cycle.
For this case, considering fs=10 kHz, Vin = 430 V and
VDC = 860V (in fault-tolerant mode), io=4A and maximum
current and voltage ripples with 0.1A and 10 V respectively,
the critical passive components are C1 = 172 μF, L1 = 0.32
mH and L2 = 0.19 mH.
The voltage and current stresses at which the power
semiconductors are subject, are function of the output power
and voltage defined for the power converter. A
straightforward circuit analysis of the converter operation
(Fig. 4) shows that the maximum voltage over the power
switch Sp is equal to the voltage across the capacitor C1, as
expressed by equation (9), where VC1 is the average value
and VC1 the voltage ripples of C1. The maximum power
switch current is function of the operating point of the
converter and load current. Considering the input power
equal to the output power (Vin iL1=VDC io) the maximum
switch current is given by equation (10).

The proposed control system for this power converter is
based on a closed-loop controller of the AC currents
associated to a vectorial voltage modulator adapted to both
normal and fault-tolerant operation. This controller will be
developed from the state-space equations of the two-level
three-phase VSI and their connected load. As typical from
this inverter, the voltages applied to their load are dependent
on the inverter power devices switching states. Thus, with
the purpose to develop the control system for this inverter
the power devices will be described by four discrete
variables (i, i{1,2,3}, j{1,3,5} where i is related with the
inverter leg number and j with the power transistor number
of the inverter (see Fig. 3) in accordance with (13).
if

if

if
if


S j is ON and S j +1 is OFF   i = 1
S j is OFF and S j +1 is ON   i = 0
any S j and S j +1 are not both ON   4 = 1

(13)

any S j and S j +1 are ON   4 = 0

In equation 13,  (i{1,2,3}) is related with the two power
devices of each leg and  is related with the shoot-through
mode. Considering that the inverter operates in healthy
condition, the inverter voltages applied to the three-phase
load (see Fig. 5) will be expressed by equations (14).
To develop a voltage vectorial modulator that will be
associated to the closed-loop current controller, the inverter
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output voltages in ABC coordinates will be converted into αβ
coordinates using the transformation described by (15).
2
1

Van = Vao − Vno = 3 Vao − 3 (Vbo + Vco )

2
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Vbn = Vbo − Vno = Vbo − (Vao + Vco )
3
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Vcn = Vco − Vno = 3 Vco − 3 (Vao + Vbo )
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Considering all the possible combinations of the power
devices states, it is possible to identify seven different
voltage space vectors in αβ coordinates (as can be seen
through Table I). There are several possible combinations
for the shoot-through mode (one, two or three legs in shortcircuit). However, under the inverter output voltage point of
view, any of the combinations generate the same voltage
vector. Thus, this condition is described by the last
combination presented in Table I (where the “x” associated
to variables  to  means that could be 0 or 1). This last
combination must be associated to the power device SP in
ON condition (device of the modified impedance source
converter) in order to Boost the DC bus voltage (VDC).
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In this way, the failure in this device (S5) will affect the
available voltage vectors. Indeed, applying to (14) and (16)
the transformation given by (15) is possible to see that there
will be a reduction of the available voltage vectors, namely
from 7 to 6, as can be seen in Fig. 6 (b). However, the
biggest problem introduced by this failure mode in the VSI is
the unavailable voltage vectors in the third and fourth
quadrants. Through Table II, it is also possible to see in
detail the voltage vectors affected. So, due to this failure, 
changes from 1 to 0 or to “–“ (both switches of the faulty leg
turned off). In this way vector 4 is transferred to 3 (during
the current extinction) or its amplitude is reduced (after
current extinction and both switches turned off) generating a
new vector named as 10, vector 5 is transferred to 0 (in both
situations), vector 6 is transferred to 1 (during the current
extinction) and its amplitude is reduced (after current
extinction and both switches turned off) generating a new
vector named as 9. Finally vector 7 is transferred to 2 (during
current extinction) or maintained in the same position (after
current extinction and both switches turned off). The same
principle can be obtained to other open-circuit failures.
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Fig. 6. Voltage space vectors in the classic three-phase inverter: a) Normal
operation; (b) Transference in space vectors after an open-circuit failure in
power device S5.
TABLE II.
SPACE VECTORS IN THE  PLANE FOR THE CLASSIC
3-PHASE VSI, WITH AN OPEN-CIRCUIT FAILURE IN S5 AND ic = 0
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To mitigate the effect of open-circuit failure modes in the
power devices, it is proposed the solution presented in Fig.1.
Using this circuit, it is possible to reconfigure and minimize
the effect of unavailable voltage space vectors in faulty
quadrants of the αβ plane. According to this new approach,
the available AC output voltages will be modified.
Considering the proposed example of an open-circuit failure
mode in the power device S5 and circuit reconfiguration
shown in Fig.3, the AC output voltages are now given by:
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TABLE III. SPACE VECTORS IN THE  PLANE FOR THE FAULTTOLERANT TOPOLOGY CONSIDERING THE RECONFIGURATION PRESENTED
IN FIG.3.
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with
=0

From the analysis of the inverter output voltages with the
circuit reconfiguration and considering all the switching
combinations is possible to verify that the number of the
different voltage space vectors is now four. Table III shows
the new voltage space vectors in the αβ plane considering
this new reconfiguration (similar strategy to other opencircuit failures). Looking to table III, it is also possible to
verify that some vectors are now dependent, not only of VDC,
but also from the input voltage Vin. Since these new vectors
have different positions in the αβ plane and/or different
amplitudes they are now renamed from 11 to 14 as presented
in Table III.


v

* with  = 0

 ***

** with  > 

Applying again the transformation given by (15) to the
previous equation (17), the output voltages in the 
coordinates are now expressed by (18).

 2
 v   3
v  = 
   0



improvements, namely the existence of voltage vectors in all
quadrants. Thus, after the reconfiguration and considering
 > 0, new voltage vectors can be found now in quadrants
that previously did not exist. It should be noticed that the
amplitude of space vectors 12, 13 and 14 are now function of
the shoot-through duty ratio  as presented in Fig. 7. So, with
the increase of the  value, vectors 13 and 14 will increase in
the αβ plane and vector 12 will increase only in the α plane.
This effect minimizes the impact of any open-circuit failure
mode in the power devices of the 3-phase inverter.

12
13
14
11

In normal condition (without failures) the VDC voltage will
have the same average voltage of the input voltage ( = 0 
VDC = Vi). However, in fault-tolerant mode the modified
impedance source converter will work in Boost mode. In this
situation the dc-link voltage will be higher than the input
voltage ( > 0 VDC > Vi), being dependent of the
shoot-through duty ratio as expressed in (2). In fact, using
this strategy and considering the open-circuit failure in the
power device S5, it is possible to observe some important
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Fig. 7. Vectorial representation in fault condition mode using the
shoot-through compensation.

The closed-loop controller of the AC currents can be
designed considering the switching functions described by
(5) combined with the Kirchhoff's laws analysis of the threephase VSI and load presented in Fig.1 Taking these
considerations, the state-space equations for this system can
be obtained and expressed by (19).
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The state space equations (19) can be converted from
ABC coordinates to αβ coordinates taking into consideration
the transformation given by (15), thus being expressed by
(20).
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In this paper the proposed AC current control of the VSI
is based on a closed-loop sliding mode controller using a
similar approach to [36]-[37]. This control strategy can be
achieved using the state-space equations given previously by

(20). Based on these equations, it is possible to verify that the
strong relative degree of the considered variables is zero.
According to these equations the control strategy can be
adopted as expressed by (21).
*

G1 (ei , t ) = k (i − i ) = 0

*

G2 (ei , t ) = k (i − i ) = 0

(21)

the current references of VSI in αβ coordinates; the currents
i and i represent the measured AC currents of the VSI in
αβ coordinates. Finally, G1 and G2 are the sliding surfaces in
the αβ coordinates.
In order to implement this current controller, associated
with the sliding surfaces in the αβ coordinates (21) it will be
used a vectorial modulator. Thus, at the output of the
difference between the real and reference currents given by
(21) it will be used three-level comparators (generating new
variables  and  that take the value -1,0, or +1). The
output of the comparators will be the input of a lookup table
that provide the vector that must be applied (Table IV). For
the fault-tolerant mode the principle is the same although a
new table should be used since now the space vectors that
must be used should be the ones of Table III instead of Table
II. As mentioned before, the shoot-through state will be only
used for the fault-tolerant mode. This state will directly
affect the output signals generated by the vectorial modulator
by which a OR condition is used. Fig. 8 shows in detail the
proposed control system.
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Fig. 9. Topology with an output LC filter for voltage control purpose.

Regarding the closed loop sliding mode controller for the
AC voltages (at the terminals of the capacitors), it can be
expressed by:


 dvCf
iLf  − io


−
 G3 = ( vCf
 − vCf  ) + kv 

Cf

 dt


 dvCf  iLf  − io


 G3 = ( vCf  − vCf  ) + kv  dt − Cf




=0



 = 0


(22)

In the previous equation (22), k represents the parameter
related with the constant time of the desired response of the
*
*
load voltages; voltages vCf  and vCf
 represent the
capacitor voltages references in αβ coordinates; voltages
vCf  and vCf  represent the measured capacitor voltages; the
currents iLf  and iLf  represent the inductor of the filter
currents and currents io and io  represent the load currents

1

i_ref

D1

+

In the previous equation (21), ei and ei represent the
errors between the reference and measured AC currents of
the VSI in αβ coordinates; k represents the parameter related
with the constant time of the desired first-order response of
*
the AC currents of the VSI; the currents i and i* represent

The previous approach can be applied to a load, such as a
three-phase motor. However, this approach can also be used
in applications for generic loads, in which the purpose is to
ensure a specific three-phase voltage (110 VRMS or 220 VRMS).
In this case, instead of a current controller, it should be
implemented an AC voltage controller. In this situation, it
can be considered a three-phase LC filter connected to the
AC terminals of the inverter. Thus, considering such filter (Lf
and Cf) with the terminals of the capacitors connected in star
there is a final load (see Fig. 9).

1 - Normal operation
2 - Fault tolerant operation

Fig. 8. Control strategy adopted for the proposed solution.
TABLE IV.

 \ 

-1
0
+1

LOOKUP TABLE FOR THE NORMAL OPERATION.

-1
5
4
3

0
6
0
3

+1
6
1
2

S1

in the αβ coordinates. Finally, G3 and G4 are the sliding
surfaces in the αβ coordinates.

S4

This last controller (22) will substitute the current
controller given by (21), while all other blocks (hysteretic
comparators, vectorial modulator, and shoot-through
generation) are the same.

S1

S6

IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER SOLUTIONS
With the purpose to clarify the characteristics of the
proposed fault-tolerant converter, a comparison with some
of the most relevant two-level VSI structures that have been
used in AC drives is proposed in this section. Indeed, several
solutions have been proposed to provide two-level VSI
structures with fault-tolerant capability. The solution
presented in [19] is based on additional legs and
bidirectional switches combined with non-active power
devices and without modifications on the control strategy.
At first sight the topology presented in [19] seems to be
simpler and more effective than the solution proposed in this
paper but there are other aspects and limitations that must be
taken into consideration. This simplicity is mainly due to the

methodology adopted, which is based on the replacement of
the damaged leg by another standby redundant leg,
maintaining the control strategy. This is true to open-circuit
failure modes in power devices Nevertheless, after a
short-circuit failure in any power device, it is necessary to
isolate the faulty device which requires additional circuits
such as capacitors and thyristors in each phase leg and
especial procedures to forcing the fuses to blow. Such
additional circuits and procedures are not so simple as
expected. Additionally, the major problem of the topology
presented in [19] is related with the hard short-circuit switch
fault which happens after connecting a power
semiconductor while the other device of the same leg is
already in short-circuit. This situation creates in the classic
VSI a short-circuit in the faulty leg that must be solved
within few microseconds (around 10us) to avoid destroying
the inverter and dc-link capacitors [38]. Under these
circumstances the topology presented in [19] is not suitable
for applications requiring fault-tolerance to short-circuit
failure modes since is highly vulnerable to these failures.
The topology proposed in this paper uses an impedance
source network which limits the di/dt during any
short-circuit and create conditions to remove the gate signal
from the devices of the same leg avoiding destroying the
inverter and dc-link capacitor. This is a clear advantage and
a very useful feature over most solutions, creating
conditions to isolate the faulty legs using relays and boost
the input voltage to recover lost voltage vectors. It is
acceptable to say that reference [19] is advantageous in
comparison with the proposed solution considering only the
open-circuit failure modes in power semiconductors.
Considering both failure modes (open- and short-circuit) the
proposed topology is advantageous over [19] and many
other topologies using similar strategies
Other solution including modification in the control
strategy after failure, combined with additional legs can be
found in [20]. Nevertheless, this topology only provides
limited output power capability. Another solution providing
modifications in the control strategy without any
modification in the VSI structure can be found in [23] (fig.
18 of [23]). This topology also provides limited output
power capability. All these solutions require fuses for shortcircuit protection, as well as dead times which is a
disadvantage under the point of view of the reliability of the
system. An alternative solution in which it was used a based
quasi-Z VSI in order to recover some voltage space vectors,
was also proposed in [27]. This solution also requires some
modifications in the control strategy and, due to the reduced
voltage gain of this converter, it is required a higher shootthrough duty ratio to ensure the fault-tolerant operation.
Regarding the proposed converter, one of the aspects is that
do not require dead times in the power semiconductors.
Also, the proposed converter presents a higher voltage gain
which requires a lower shoot-through in fault-tolerant
operation.
Finally, when compared with previous solutions, the
proposed topology requires a lower number of passive
components. Another aspect when compared with the
solutions [19] [20] and [23] is that the proposed solution

requires higher maximum voltage over the power devices.
However, in fault-tolerant mode the proposed solution is
able to maintain the output power capability unlike other
solutions (e.g. [20] and [23]). The cost of the proposed
solution is higher than solutions [19], [20] and [23] since
requires extra passive components, namely two inductors
and one capacitor. However, comparing with solution [27] it
requires fewer passive components.
A comparison regarding the most important aspects of the
proposed fault-tolerant structure and solutions presented by
other authors can also be seen in Table V. Notice that the
intention of table V is to perform a comparison with
topologies that provide acceptable performance in the postfault operation no matter what solution was used
(reconfiguration, modifications in control strategy,
additional devices or legs, boost capability or even the
combination of some of them).
TABLE V.

COMPARATIVE SPECIFICATIONS BETWEEN FAULT
TOLERANT TOPOLOGIES.

Solution
Additional power
devices
Additional bidirectional
switches
Additional passive
components
Control strategy
modification
Output power capability
Voltage gain

[19]

[20]

[23]

[27]

Proposed

2

2

0

0

1

3
(triacs)

3
(triacs

1

3
(triacs)

3
(relays)

0

0

0

4

3

No

Yes*

Yes*

Yes**

Yes**

full

reduced

reduced

full

full

No

1
1 − 2

1
(1 −  ) 2

No

No

Maximum voltage over
Vin
Vin
Vin
the power devices
Short-circuit protection
Fuses
Fuses
Fuses
Dead time required
Yes
Yes
Yes
* - Complexity: Moderate; ** - Complexity: Simple.

2Vin

2Vin

integrated
No

integrated
No

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section is dedicated to present several simulation
results with the purpose of evaluate the theoretical behavior
of the fault-tolerant solution. For the Boost converter, it was
used inductors with 1 mH (L1 and L2) and a capacitor with
470 μF (C1). The first simulation test was performed with the
topology in normal operation (without failures) and
Vin=430V. The topology is connected to a linear balanced
load. The load is a resistor of 20 Ω and an inductor of 20 mH
per phase. In this simulation it was used the current control
strategy described in the previous section. In normal
operation the modified impedance source converter is in
standby mode. At t = 1.496 s an open-circuit failure was
introduced in the power device S5. In this first test it was not
implemented the proposed fault-tolerant strategy to verify the
behavior of the system in the presence of this failure mode.
The obtained simulation results can be seen in Fig. 10 where
Fig. 10 (a) shows that the positive current of the phase “c” is
incomplete or missing after this failure. Fig. 10 (b) and Fig.
10 (c) show the voltages of line phase “a” to neutral (Van)
and line phase “c” to neutral (Vcn) respectively. In these
figures is possible to see the effect of the missing voltage
space vectors after this failure mode. These waveforms are in
accordance with the expected for the classical 3-phase VSI in
healthy and subsequent open-circuit failure mode without the
introduction of any fault-tolerant strategy. Analyzing the
load current THD of phase “c” before the fault it presents a
value of 2.3%. However, during the fault it changes to 58.1%
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showing that this fault has an important impact on the current
distortion.
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Fig. 10. Simulation results of the proposed solution considering an opencircuit failure in the power device S1 at=1.496s without implementing the
planned fault-tolerant strategy with balanced load; (a) Phase currents (ia,
ib, ic); (b) Voltage of line phase “a” to neutral (Van); (c) Voltage of line
phase “c” to neutral (Vcn).

Another simulation test was performed in similar
conditions, but now considering the implementation of the
fault-tolerant strategy. This simulation is divided in three
steps, namely the healthy condition, failure mode of the
power device and finally the fault-tolerant mode. The
open-circuit failure mode of power device S5 was introduced
at t = 1.496 s. After a few milliseconds, the failure on this
power device was detected and the other power device of the
same leg (S6) was also turned off. At t = 1.557 s the relay Kc
perform the reconfiguration of the circuit, isolating the faulty
leg and connecting the load to the input voltage source Vin.
At the same time, the fault-tolerant control strategy begins.
In this situation, it is also applied the shoot-through mode to
the power device SP and to the healthy legs of the VSI. The
obtained simulation results in this situation can be seen in
Fig. 11. Observing Fig. 11 (a) is possible to verify that after
failure detection and isolation, the fault-tolerant strategy is
applied and the waveforms of the three-phase AC currents
became balanced again, maintaining an acceptable low
harmonic distortion. Fig. 11 (b) and Fig. 11 (c) show the
voltages of line phase “a” to neutral (Van) and line phase “c”
to neutral (Vcn) respectively considering the proposed
fault-tolerant strategy. In these figures is possible to verify
that the voltage of phase “c” to neutral has no gaps,
indicating that the voltage space vectors in the missing αβ
plane, that disappear due to the fault, were recovered. The
recovery of the output currents can also be seen by their
THD, which will be reduced to 3.2% in fault-tolerant mode.
Some additional simulation results can be seen in Fig. 12
considering the same conditions of the previous simulation
test. Fig. 12 (a) shows the current (ic) in the faulty phase
before and after the application of the proposed fault-tolerant
strategy. The input voltage (VDC) of the three-phase inverter
can be seen in Fig. 12 (b) before and after the application of
the fault-tolerant strategy. In this situation the input voltage
of the three-phase inverter is boosted from 430 V to around
860 V (average values). Finally, Fig.12 (c) shows the VCE
voltage over the SP power device during the recovering
process. This voltage (across the power switch of the
impedance source) is function of the input voltage and duty
cycle, but lower than the VDC voltage that is given by the
gain of this impedance source.

1.58

1.6

Time[s]

Fig. 11. Simulation results of the proposed solution considering an opencircuit failure in the power device S5 at=1.496s and implementing the
proposed fault-tolerant strategy at t=1.557s; (a) Phase currents (ia, ib, ic);
(b) Voltage of line phase “a” to neutral (Van) considering the fault-tolerant
operation; (c) Voltage of line phase “c” to neutral (Vcn) considering the
fault-tolerant operation with balanced load.

It must be mentioned that during the healthy condition
period it seems that VDC voltage is higher than Vin although
the shoot-through state was not used. However, under the
point of view of average values VDC voltage is nearly equal
to the Vin source voltage. When the output current of the
impedance source (DC current that flows to the inverter) is
completely constant, then VDC voltage will be equal to Vin.
However, most of the time the output current is not
completely constant. In this way the ripple will affect that
voltage since in normal operation the output of the
impedance source is directly connected to the Vin source
through the input inductor L1. So, the ripple of the output
current will originate a voltage across inductor L1 by which
will sum or subtract with Vin. This aspect can also be seen
during the failure mode in which the VDC voltage in some
instants is constant and nearly equal to the input source
voltage.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of the proposed solution considering an opencircuit failure in the power device S1 at=1.496s and implementing the
proposed fault-tolerant strategy at t=1.557s; (a) Phase current (ic); (b) Input
voltage (VDC) of the VSI before and after the application of the faulttolerant strategy with balanced load; (c) Voltage over the power device of
the impedance source (Sp).

Several other simulations were performed for different
conditions. In this case, instead of connecting the load
directly to the inverter, it was used a three-phase LC filter
connected to the AC terminals of the inverter (see Fig. 9). It
was also used the voltage control described in the previous
section with the purpose to ensure 110 VRMS across the

capacitors Cf. For the test it was used a filter with a Lf of 5
mH and a Cf of 10F. The simulation results presented in
Fig. 13, show the load currents (ioa, iob, ioc) and the voltage
across the filter capacitors considering in this situation an
unbalanced load. In this case, the phase “a” have half of the
load values of the other phases, namely a resistor of 12.5 Ω
and an inductor of 10 mH. These results indicate that the
proposed converter and voltage control strategy is able to
withstand unbalanced loads properly even in fault-tolerant
mode. Regarding the capacitor voltage THD of phase “c”
before the fault, it presents a value of 2.3%. However, during
the fault it changes to 67.4% showing that this fault has a
strong impact on the voltage distortion. The implementation
of the fault-tolerant mode mitigates this problem since it
reduces the value to 2.9%.
ia, ib, ic [A]
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results. The input voltage adopted in the experimental tests
was also 125V supplied by a controlled DC power source.
The first experimental test was dedicated to the introduction
of an open-circuit failure mode in the power device S5 to
demonstrate the effect of this failure. The results of this test
can be seen from Fig. 15 (a) to Fig.15 (c). In Fig. 15 (a) it is
possible to see the current waveforms of phases “a”, “b”
and “c” before and after the open-circuit failure mode,
showing loss of the half positive current in phase “c” with
consequent impact on the current of other phases. Fig. 15 (b)
and Fig. 15 (c) demonstrate the impact of this failure mode
on the load, namely Van and Vcn voltages, respectively.
These two figures demonstrate the impact on the load where
the voltage gap indicates the presence of an open-circuit
fault in a power device. Regarding the load current THD of
phase “c”, before the fault, it presents a similar value of the
one obtained in the simulation, namely a value of 3.8%.
However, during the fault it changes to 59.6% confirming
that this fault has a strong impact on the current distortion.
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Fig. 13. Simulation results of the proposed solution considering an opencircuit failure in the power device S5 at=1.496s and implementing the
proposed fault-tolerant strategy at t=1.524s; (a) Load currents (ioa, iob, ioc);
(b) Three-phase voltage at the capacitors of the LC filter considering the
operation with unlanced load.

io1, io2, io3 [A]

The last results presented in Fig. 14, show the same results as
Fig. 13 considering now a nonlinear load (LCL filter + six
pulse diode rectifier with output capacitor and RL load of
100 Ω and 20 mH). From these results, it is possible to see in
Fig. 14 (a) the currents of the nonlinear load before and after
the fault. In Fig. 14(b) is shown the three-phase voltage at the
capacitors of the LC filter. It is also possible to see that after
the fault (at t=1.496s) the currents are severely affected.
However, with the introduction of the fault-tolerant mode (at
t=1.524s) the system recovers the desired behavior.
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Fig. 14. Simulation results of the proposed solution considering an opencircuit failure in the power device S5 at=1.496s and implementing the
proposed fault-tolerant strategy at t=1.524s; (a) Load currents (ioa, iob, ioc);
(b) Three-phase voltage at the capacitors of the LC filter considering the
operation with non-linear load.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section is dedicated to present several experimental
results using a laboratorial prototype to prove the concept.
For the modified impedance source converter, it was used
the same passive components indicated in the simulation

(c)
Fig. 15. Experimental results implemented in the laboratorial prototype
considering an open-circuit failure in the power device S5 without adopting
the fault-tolerant strategy; (a) Phase currents (ia, ib, ic); (b) Voltage of line
phase “a” to neutral (Van); (c) Voltage of line phase “c” to neutral (Vcn).

Another experimental test was dedicated to introducing
the fault-tolerant operation after open-circuit failure
detection. In this case, since no detection mechanism was

selected, it was performed a simple approach to prove the
effectiveness of the proposed solution. The first step
consisted of removing the gate signal from the power device
S5 and after 40ms the same for the power device S6. After
this first step the VSI is operating only with two active legs
with consequent impact on the current and voltage
waveforms. The next step consisted of isolating the damage
leg using the switchover relay Kc. This relay is also
responsible to connect the load phase “c” to the input
voltage source Vin. After launching the relay and waiting
10ms to complete this operation, the shoot-through mode
using the power device SP and both healthy legs of the VSI
start immediately in order to Boost the VDC voltage. At the
same time the control strategy selects the new combination
of voltage space vectors in order to assure again the current
balance of the load. All this process can be seen from Fig.
16 (a) to Fig. 16 (c). Fig. 16 (a) shows the current
waveforms of phases “a”, “b” and “c” before and after the
fault-tolerant operation using the proposed strategy. Note
that the switchover operation only happens when the current
of the faulty phase is zero. Finally, Fig. 16 (b) and Fig. 16
(c) show the effect on the load voltages during this process,
namely over Van and Vcn, respectively. These figures
demonstrated that the voltages waveforms over the load are
similar to the simulation results. Through the output currents
THD it is also possible to confirm that in fault tolerant mode
the circuit recovers their normal operation. Indeed, the load
current THD of phase “c”, in fault-tolerant mode reduced to
4.9% according to experimental.

(c)
Fig. 16. Experimental results implemented in the laboratorial prototype
adopting the proposed fault-tolerant strategy; (a) Phase currents (ia, ib, ic);
(b) Voltage of line phase “a” to neutral (Van); (c):Voltage of line phase “c”
to neutral (Vcn).

Some additional experimental results were also recorded
during the transition from faulty to fault-tolerant operation.
Fig. 17 (a) shows the current waveform of phase “c” during
this process and Fig. 17 (b) shows the effect of the
shoot-through operation over the VDC voltage, creating the
necessary Boost effect and allowing to impose again the
desired current waveforms. Due to the Boost effect the
average voltage achieved was around 860V (average value)
which is in accordance with the presented simulation results.
Finally, Fig. 17 (c) shows the VCE voltage over the SP power
device during the recovering process.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 17. Experimental results implemented in the laboratorial prototype
adopting the proposed fault-tolerant strategy; (a) Current in phase “c”; (b)
VDC voltage applied to the input of the VSI; (c) Voltage over the power
device of the impedance source (Sp).

Experimental tests using the inverter with an LC filter (with
Lf of 5 mH and Cf of 10F) and a voltage controller were
also implemented. In this test, it was used an unbalanced
load, in which, the phase “a” have half of the load values of
the other phases, namely a resistor of 12.5 Ω and an inductor
of 10 mH. The obtained results can be seen in Figs. 18 (a)
and (b), it is possible to see the load currents (ioa, iob, ioc) and
the voltage across the filter capacitors, respectively. Through
these results is possible to confirm that the proposed
converter and control strategy is able to deal with unbalanced
loads even in fault tolerant mode. Regarding the capacitor
voltage THD of phase “c”, before the fault it presents a
similar value of the one obtained in simulation, namely a
value of 3.7%. However, during the fault it changes to 71.2%
confirming that this fault has an important impact on the
voltage distortion. The implementation of the fault-tolerant
operation mitigates this problem since it reduces the voltage
THD to 4.9%.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 19. Experimental results implemented in the laboratorial prototype
adopting the voltage control strategy and considering a non-linear load
(rectifier + RL load); (a) Load currents (ioa, iob, ioc); (b) Three-phase voltage
at the capacitors of the LC filter.

When compared with the classic VSI, the proposed solution
can increase up to 65% in size and around 35% in cost.
Regarding the additional losses of the proposed impedance
network solution, it was performed an additional
experimental result to evaluate the additional losses
considering the same values presented in previous
experimental results before fault operation. The results
revealed that the overall efficiency was reduced from 97.7%
to 96.9% (around 0,8% more losses considering the
impedance source network). This evaluation shows that the
majority of the increased losses (around 0,5%) are due to the
additional diodes used in the impedance source.
Nevertheless, these drawbacks must be seen as the natural
consequence of additional fault tolerance capability.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

(b)
Fig. 18. Experimental results implemented in the laboratorial prototype
adopting the voltage control strategy and considering an unlanced load; (a)
Load currents (ioa, iob, ioc); (b) Three-phase voltage at the capacitors of the
LC filter.

Another experimental test was implemented considering a
nonlinear load (LCL filter + six pulse diode rectifier with
output capacitor and RL load of 100 Ω and 20 mH). From
the obtained results (see Fig. 19) is possible to see that the
load is severely affected after failure. However, with the
introduction of the fault-tolerant mode the system recovers
the desired behavior.

(a)

This paper presented a new fault-tolerant solution for the
classic 2-level 3-phase VSI. The proposed solution is based
on the combination of the VSI with a modified impedance
source boost converter and was designed to use a reduced
number of active and passive elements. The fault-tolerant
capability is achieved through the reconfiguration of the
topology after an open-circuit failure, combined with the
shoot-through duty ratio of the modified impedance source.
After the reconfiguration, the inverter will only operate with
two legs since the damage phase will be directly connected
to the input voltage source through a switchover relay. The
control strategy adopted for the AC output currents of the
inverter is based on a sliding mode closed-loop current
controller associated to a vectorial voltage modulator. Due
to the integration of the modified impedance source Boost
converter, it is possible to increase the DC voltage applied
directly to the legs of the inverter allowing to recover
essential voltage space vectors after failure detection. The
proposed control solution can be used in both situation
which is an appreciable advantage over other solutions. The
behavior of the proposed fault-tolerant solution was
confirmed through several simulation tests. The
experimental results presented in this paper, obtained from a
laboratorial prototype, provide a good indication of the
performance concerning the output power capacity, balance
of AC currents and acceptable low harmonic distortion after
an open-circuit failure of a power device and
reconfiguration of the VSI.
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